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ABSTRACT

in the
database
The
special
utlhAatlon
characterlstlcs of SDBs necessitate mcorporakon
of new obJects mto data models for SDBs, such
as histograms, cross-tabulations, scatter diagrams
[Shos82, McCa82, Olke82, SuNB82], and new
database languages using these oblects

A summary table IS a tabular
representation of summary data, and 1s a
useful data structure for statlstlcal databases Prlnutlve summary tables are bas:c
bulldmg blocks of summmy tables, and
can be represented as relations with setvalued attributes
In this paper, we propose a set of summary table mampulatlon
operators that, together with an algebra of
set-valued relations, form an algebraic
language for mampulatmg set-valued relations and arbitrary summary tables We
then describe a physlcal orgamzatlon technique for summary tables, and discuss an
lmplementatlon
for summary table operators utlltzmg this techmque

Tabular representations of summary data,
called summary tables, are widely used m various
SD13 apphcatlon areas such as management
decision making, health care, econormc planning,
and census data evaluation [O&83]
Fig 1
shows an instance of a summary table

1. Introduction

SEX.

Databases that
are mamly
used for
statlstlcal analysts are called statlstlcal databases
database management
(SDB)
A statlstlcal
system (SDBMS) may be defined as a database
management system that provides capablhtles (1)
to model, store, and mampulate data, and (11) to
apply statlstlcal data analysis techmques to data
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Figure 1 An Instance of the Summary
198~COUNT

Table

The use of summary tables 1s not restricted
to output formatting,
they are mamtamed for
boohkeepmg, compared and evaluated perhaps
over a time span Assuming that summary tables
arc proper loglcal modeling tools, we riced a data
manlpulatlon
language for summary tables
Moreover, when a database contams a large
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2. The

number of summary tables, it 1s also crucial to
have efficient storage techmques for them

Data

Model

A database 1s a set of relation and
summary table instances A relatron rnstance
(or, a relation) 1s a table with each column
labeled by a dlstmct attribute
Each attribute
has an associated domain of values A relatron
scheme IS a set of attributes
We will assume
that the attributes m a scheme are ordered, and
thus refer to the s ” attribute m a relation
scheme by integer 1 An attribute
may be
elementary (atomic) or set-valued An atomic
attribute
1s an attribute
whose values are
elementary (numeric, character strings, etc ) A
set-valued attribute (prefixed by a ‘*‘) 1s one
whose values are sets of elementary values

Statlstlcal packages usually have commands
to produce summary tables (e g TABLES
P-STAT
[PstaSl],
and
command
of
BREAKDOWN
and CROSSTABS procedures of
SPSS [Nle75]) However, these commands have
table
definltlon
and
restricted
summary
mampulatlon
capablhtles
For example, they
create only special classes of summary tables
(that we call prlmltlve summary tables), and
from a single file Moreover the syntax of these
commands 1s usually complex and dlfflcult to
follow
Another
system that 1s exclusively
designed to produce summary tables 1s the table
Producing Language (TPL) of the U S Bureau of
Labor Statlstlcs[Uslb80]
TPL has the power to
tables, and 1s
produce arbitrary
summary
lt
does not
However,
used
extensively
manipulate summary tables, and 1s a stand-alone
system used in batch mode to extract and
Ikeda and
tabulate data from a single file
Kobayash [IkeI<81] describe an lmplementatlon
which extends Model 204 Database Management
System [CCA79] with an operator to create
summary
tables, and three operators for
mampulatlon of summary tables

Informally, a summary table scheme 1s a
two-dlmenslonal array of cells The rows and
columns of a summary table are labeled by
attributes, called category attrrbutes, which may
be structured m the form of an ordered set of
trees, called row or column category attrzbute
forests Each cell m a summary table has an
associated set of row or column category
attributes which serve as row and column indices
for the cell The set of row (column) category
attributes of a cell forms a path from the root to
a leaf m a row (column) category attribute tree
Each cell m a summary table 1s also labeled by
an attribute, called cell attrrbute

Previously we have proposed a relatlonal
calculus-based language, called the SummaryTabloby-Example
(STBE)
[OzsO84]
that
mampulates summary tables and relations with
set-valued attributes ( set-valued relatrons) This
paper proposes an algebrac counterpart to STBE
- a set of operators to manipulate summary
tables This set of operators, together with an
relations,
have the
algebra of set-valued
capability to express arbitrary querlcs mvolvmg
such as
relations,
and
tables
summary

Example
1. Consider the summary table
scheme m fig 2 a This summary table has two
attributes
COUNT 1 and
cell
cells with
COUNT2
The row category attribute
forest
consists of one tree whose root 1s COUNTRY,
and the leaves are SEX and GAME The column
category attribute forest consists of a tree with
one node, which 1s *AGE

mampulatmg summary tables, creatmg summary
tables from a set of relations, transformmg a
summary table into a set of relations, etc We
then propose a physical orgamzatlon technique
for summary tables, and briefly describe how the
summary table operators are implemented usmg
this technique

(a) Schemeof the summarytable In Example 1
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More formally, a summary table scheme
S(Fr,Fc,C) 1s a three-tuple where Fr and Fe
denote row and column category attribute
forests, and C 1s an ordered multi-set of cell
attributes We utlhze a parenthesized expression
to specify a category attribute tree which 1s a
preorder enumeration of the tree (1 e , first the
root then the subtrees from left to right) In
example
1, the
expression
for
Fr
IS
COUNTRY(SEX,GAME)
and the summary table
1s 198~COUNT
((COUNTRY(SEX,GAME)),
(*AGE),
(COUNTl,
COUNT2))
Smce the
category attribute forests are ordered sets of trees
each tree m Fr (Fc) 1s referenced by Its posltlon
m the ordering m Fr (Fc) In a summary table, a
category attrlbute may be elementary or setvalued, but the cell attributes
are always
elementary
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(b) Prumtwe Summary Tables of Example1

A summary table with exactly one cell IS
called a prrmrtwe eummary table It follows that
If S(Fr,Fc,C) 1s a prlmltlve summary table then
pr 1 = 1 Fc I= 1C 1 = 1, and each tree m Fr and
Fc has exactly one leaf The summary table m
Example 1 has two prlmltlve summary tables as
shown m Fig 2 b Smce a summary table 1s a
collection of cells where each cell corresponds to
a prlmltlve summary table, prlmltlve summary
tables are considered as budding blocks of
summary tables

RI

A summary table rnetance IS a collection of
cell instances structured as specified by the
summary table scheme A cell mstance consists of
values of its row and column category attnbutes
and a value for Its cell attribute Fig 1 shows an
instance of the summary table 198~COUNT
whose scheme 1s given m Fig 2 a Note that, m
198~COUNT,
there are eight instances for the
cell with cell attribute
COUNTI,
and four
instances for the cell with attribute COUNT2
Instances of the pnmltlve summary tables Sl and
S2 correspondmg to 198~COUNT are shown m
fig 2b
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(c) Set-Valued Relations R 1 and R 2 that are Informatlon-

From now on, when there 1s no confuslon,
we wdl use the term ‘summary table’ to denote
either the scheme or the instance of a summary
table Slmllarly
we use the term ‘cell’ to denote

Equwalent to 5’1 and $2

Figure 2
Relations

Summary

Tables

and

Set-Valued

5

a cell attribute value and the associated category
attribute values
2.1.
Information
Primitive
Summary
Valued
Relations

Equivalence
Tables
and

instance for R(X,Y,C) satlsfymg XY + C and
*(X,Y) and a scheme for the corresponding
prlmltlve summary table S, an instance for S can
be directly constructed

of
Set-

3. Summary

A
relation
possibly
with
set-valued
attributes can be used to represent a prlmltlve
summary table excluding the order and the type
(1 e , row or column) of category attributes We
now give the properties of such a relation m
terms of functional dependencies and embedded
Jam dependencies

Table

Operations

The summary table mampulatlon language
1s designed by first defining operations to
construct and manipulate prlmltlve
summary
tables, and then by extending the language to
deal with
arbitrary
summary
tables
This
approach 1s motivated
by the mformatlon
equivalence of prlmltlve
summary tables and
set-valued relations
In this language, with the
exception of two operators, operands and the
result of the operation can be either relations or
summary tables, bot not both This provides a
clean separation of relation mampulatlon
and
operators
The
summary table mampulatlon
exceptions are relation formatlon and prlmltlve
summary table formation operators (discussed
later) which form m a sense an Interface between
manipulation
and relation
table
summary
mampulatlon parts of the language

Let V and W be subsets of attributes m a
relation scheme R The functronal dependency V
+ W holds m R If for any instance r of R, r has
no two tuples which agree on V components, but
disagree on one or more W components
Let RI, ,Rk be nonempty subsets of the
attributes m R such that RI U U Rk = R A
loan dependency *(R 1, ,Rk ) 1s satisfied by a
relation r over R If and only If the natural Jam of
the proJectlons of R onto R, ‘s equals R If
RIu
uRk = V where V C R, and a Join
Rk ) 1s satisfied by the
dependency *(R 1,
proJection of r for R oito V then *(Rl,
,&I 1s
called an embedded Joan dependency m r

Section 3 1 describes operations to create
arbitrary summary tables Section 3 2 lists some
redundant, but useful, operations To illustrate
the operations, we use a Winter Olympics
database with two relation schemes (about 1984
Olympics)

Let X and Y be the disjoint sets of
forests,
attributes m row- and column-attllbute
respectively, of a prlmltlve summary table S with
the cell attribute C Then a relation R with the
attributes X U Y U {C} can be used to represent
S such that each tuple t m R corresponds to a
cell value m S whose row and column category
attribute values are tuple components m t[X] and
t[Y], respectively, and whose cell attribute value
1s t[C] Let R be such a relation representmg a
prlmltlve summary table S Then the functional
dependency X’Y ---) C holds m R smce each cell
value m S 1s uniquely Identified by category
attribute values Morcovcr, the embcddcd Jam
dependency *(X,Y) also holds m R smce there 1s
a cell value in S for every pair of X, Y values If
R 1s such a relation representmg a primitive
summary table S, we say that R and S are
Similarly
given an
equavalent
tnformatton

ATHLETE

(NAME,COUNTRY,SEX,
AGE,*EVENTS)

GAMES (CLASS,*EVENTS)
and two summary table schemes (about 1976 and
1980 Olympics)
1976-COUNT(Fr

l,Fc 1,(CT 1, CT 2))

198O-COUNT(Frl,Fc

,,(COUNT

l,COUNT

2))

and
Frl=COUNTRY(SEX,GAME)
where
Fe 1= *AGE For relation schemes, the attributes
m ltahc arc keys, and *AGE and *EVENTS are
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set-valued attributes Attribute CLASS refers to
game classes (e g , Alpme-skung or Jumpmg) and
EVENT refers to specific branches of a game
class (e g , slalom skung)
3.1. Basic
Primitive

Operations
Summary

Table Formation

(ST)

Let R be a (perhaps set-valued) relation,
Atr(R) = X lJ Y U {C} where Atr(R) denotes
the attributes of R, X and Y are dlslomt sets, C
1s an atormc attribute
and the functional
dependency XY * C holds m R Then
ST(X,Y ,C)(R 1
produces a prlmltlve summary table where Fr
and Fc each consists of a smgle tree with a single
root-to-leaf path, X and Y, respectively
The prlmltlve
summary table formation
operation creates instances for TR and TC and
the two dlmenslonal array of cell values If the
embedded Jam dependency *(X,Y) does not hold
m R then the constructed summary table will not
be mformatlon equivalent to R, and therefore the
array of cell values will have some cells with no
cell attribute values To each such cell, we assign
a null value (‘-‘), which stands for ‘nonexistent’
Relation

Formation

(REL)

Let S be a prlmltlve summary table where
X and Y are row and column category attributes,
C 1s the cell attribute, and X and Y are disJomt
sets Then
REL (S)
produces a relation R where AtI
= X U Y U
{C}, and for each ccl1 m S, thcle 1s a tuple t m 12
such that t[X] and t[Y] are the same as the row
and the column category attribute values of the
cell and t[C] 1s the cell attribute value of the cell
The mapping between cells m S and tuples m R
1s one-to-one and onto That IS, If R = REL(S)
then the functional dependency 33’ + C and the
embedded Jam dependency *(X,Y) hold m R

Relation formation 1s an inverse of the
primitive summary table formation operation m
the followmg sense Let R(X,Y,C) be a rclatlon,
X and Y are disJomt sets, C 1s an atomic
attribute
Let S be a pnmltlve summary table
with the set of nodes m Fr and Fc being equal to
X and Y respectively, and C 1s the cell attribute
Then
(4 S = ST(x,y,q(REL
(S I), and
(b) R = REL(ST (x,y,c)(R))
if the functional
dependency XY - C and the embedded
Jam dependency *(X,Y) hold m R
As an example, consider the prlmltlve summary
table Sl m Fig 2 b The relation resulting from
R.EL(Sl) 1s the relation R 1 shown m Fig 2 c
Concatenation
(CONC)

of

Two

Summary

Tables

Let summary tables 5’1 and 5’2 have the
same row category attribute forest Fr and its
instance, S1 and S2 have column category
attribute forests Fc 1 and Fe 2, respectively, and
cell attribute
sets A 1 and A2 respectively
Column concatenation of summary tables Sl and
52
CON%

(&,S2)

produces a summary table S with row category
attribute forest Fr, column category attribute
forest Fc =
Fc lUFc2 (where U denotes
concatenation of ordered sets), and an ordered
cell attribute set A 1 u A 2 such that for each cell
x m S, if x 1s m Sl then the cell attribute of x 1s
ln AI, otherwise it 1s m A2 The subscript can
only be R or C denoting row or column
concatcnatlon, respectively
Example
2. Assume Fr instances of tables
1976-COUNT and 198~COUNT
are the same
Then the operation
CONC, (1976-COUNT,l980-COUNT)
creates a new summary table whose scheme 1s a~
shown below

1976198&COUNT
COUNTRY

Extract

SPLIT(C,TC,P)(S)

*AGE

*AGE

SEX

CT1

COUNT I

GAME

CT2

COUNT2

Table

(EX)

Summary

maps T mto a tree m which A 1s replaced by k
new attributes, each named A, and each having
exactly one descendant of the sphtted attribute A
as its child, m the orlgmal order
The first
subscript can only be R(ow) or C(olumn)
speclfymg TC E Fr or TC E Fc, respectively
This operation does not eliminate any cell values,
It only relocates columns of the summary table

Let RT and ST be sets of integers denoting
sets of trees m Fr and Fc of a summary table S,
and let AC be the ordered multlset of cell
attributes of S Then

Example 3. Consider the summary table 198s
COUNT with the instance m given m fig 1 The
operation

produces a summary table whose row and column
category attribute forests are the trees of Fr and
Fc as specified by RT and ST respectively, and
whose cell attributes are those attributes m AC
correspondmg to new category attribute forests

SPLIT(R

,I,(COUNTRY))

(1980-COUNT)

produces the summary table instance

The extract summary table operation and
the concatenate summary table operation are
inverses of each other m the followmg sense Let
St and Sz have the same row category attribute
forest with a single tree which has the same
instance m both S1 and m S2 Suppose the
column category attribute forests of S, and Sg
each also has a single tree Then

*AGE
NEW-198OCOUNT

USA

{ll,

S2

=

=

Attribute

EX({I),(I))(CONCC

(S~,sd),

EX({1),{2j,PNCc

(W2))

{41, ,70}
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CAN

GAME

Nordm
skung

Split (SPLIT)
Attribute

Attribute
split
and merge operations
provide prlmltlve/non-pnmltlve
summary table
transformation
capablhtles
Slmllarly,
relation
summary
table
formation
and
primitive
formation provide relatlon/pnmltlve
summary
table transformation
capablhtles
Therefore a
non-pnmltlve summary table can be transformed
mto a set of (perhaps set-valued) relations and
manipulated using relatlonal algebra operators
[OzsO83]

Merge

(MERGE)

Consider the column merge operation Let
T be a tree of Fc m a summary table S where A
with immediate successors B1 and B2 1s a node
m T If values of B1 and B2 are the same m a
given summary table then the column-merge
operation

merges B2 to Bl, and the subtrees with root B2
become subtrees of B1 The third subscript P
denotes the path from the root of T to A The
first subscript
can be R(ow) or C(olumn)
speclfymg T E Fr or T E Fc, respectively
When
T and P are not specified then B1 and B2 are

Let T with root A be a subtree of TC m a
summary table S Assume A has k, k > 1,
Immediate descendants Let P denote the path
of attributes from the root of TC to A The
column split operation

8

root attributes
integers)

of two distinct

trees (specified by

Example
4. Consider the summary table
NEW-198~COUNT
obtamed after applying the
spht operation to 198~COUNT
m example 3
The operation

USA
GAME2

18

8

21
I

I

anJNmr

MERGE(R

d.2)

( NEW-198~COUNT)

produces a summary
COUNT
3.2. Other

table

ldentlcal

CAN

to 1980-

operations
Attribute

Although
operations m sectlon 3 1 are
powerful
to manipulate
arbitrary
summary
tables, expressions for some common summary
table mampulatlon
queries become quite long
Below we introduce operations (expressible by
operations)
bsslc
that
simplify
common
expressions significantly
Aggregation-over-Table

by

Aggregation

(A-REM)
This operation deletes a leaf category
attribute A from Fr or Fc by aggregating cell
values dlstmgulshed by A Let T be a tree m Fc
of summary table S, L be a leaf node m T, and P
denote the path of attnbutes from the root of T
to L Let N denote a set of cell attribute values
that are quahfied by attributes m P and, except
L, by ldentlcal category attribute values The
operation

(AGT)

The operation
AGT(R ,/ ) ts)

AREM(c,T,P,/)

appends to summary table S a new column with
an empty tree m Fc An empty tree has no
attributes, however, It has a posltlon m Fc Each
cell attribute value c of the new column IS
obtamed by applying the aggregate function f to
the set of cell attribute values m the same row
with c The first subscript can only be R or C
mdlcatmg aggregation over rows or columns
Example

Removal

(s)

removes L from T (I e makes each lmmedlate
ascendant of L a new leaf node), and for each N,
computes a new cell attribute value by applymg f
to N
Example

0. The operation

5. The operation
replaces all *AGE columns with a smgle column
m which each value IS the sum of all the values
m that row of 198~COUNT
Since *AGE does
not have a parent node the new column IS
qualified by an empty tree m Fc

AGT(R ,suM) (19804OUNT)
adds to 198~COUNT a new column containing
each
athletes
for
the
total
count
of
each
and
instance
(COUNTRY,SEX)
(COUNTRY,GAME)
instance
The resulting
IS shown
summary table 198~SUM-COUNT
below

Summary
Primitive

9

Table Formation
from
Summary Tables (TABLE)

Several

Given Fc, Fr and prlmltlve summary tables
of a summary table S, this operation constructs
an instance of S

table S2 m fig 2 b
4. Algebra

Let Fr and Fc be two ordered forests Let
(5“ 1 1 5 I 5 n}=K
be an ordered set of
prlmltlve summary tables We assume that for
each root-to-leaf path X m Fr and each root-toleaf path Y m Fc there 1s a unique S, m K such
that X forms the row category forest of S, and Y
forms the column category forest of S, The
operation

Let t , and t2 be two tuples having
components for a set of attributes X Then
t 1[X] = t 2[X] denotes t , [X, ] = t 2[X, ] for all X, E
X D denotes the set of relations m the database
and U IS the set of elementary values

Example
7. Consider the prlmltlve summary
tables S1 and S2 m fig 2 b Let Fl and F2 denote
(COUNTRY(SEX,GAME))
and
the
forests
(*AGE) (we use a declarative statement to assign
names to trees and forests) Then the operation
creates a table identical to
(S,,S,)
TABL+Y,F~)
198~COUNT m fig 1
Table
(DEC)

into

Pack (P)
Let R E D, 1 Atr(R) I= n, A E Atr(R) and
For
each
(n-1)-tuple
0, =A& (R )-{A }
g EIIc, (R ), we define
wg

its

rf A 3s eample -valued
{x I(1 t )(t ER and
t [CA ]=g and x Et [A])}

wg IA I=
\
then

PA(R)

otherwase
= {wg 1 oEbAW

The pack operator PA (R ) maps (packs) sets of
tuples in R, whose (n-l) components for CA are
the same, into a single tuple

DEG (S)
prlmltlve

]= g

LcA

‘{t[A]ItERandt[CA]=g}

In a given summary table scheme S, the
row-by-row
enumeration
of cells defines an
ordermg M among the prlmltlve summary tables
of S For S composed of n prlmltlve summary
tables, the I~* pnmltlve summary table refers to
the prlmltlve summary table at the zrn posltlon
m M The operation

returns the Iti

Relations

This sectlon summarizes the relational
algebra of set-valued relations
The algebraic
operators include carteslan product, proJect,
select, natural Join, set union, set difference, set
intersection,
set formation,
pack, unpack,
aggregation-by-template
and construct
The
Cartesian product (X), and project (II) apply
directly to set-valued relations For the set umon
(u), the set mtersectlon (n) and the set difference
(-), the correspondmg attributes m both relations
must be of the same type (1 e simple- or setvalued)
Selection (u) and natural Join of two
relations [Ullm82] are extended to set-valued
relations with minor modlficatlons
Below we
discuss the remammg operators

forms a summary table S with Fr and Fc as Its
row and column category forests and K as the set
of pnmltlve summary tables of S Since for any
X and Y, the correspondmg S, m K IS uniquely
defined, the cell attribute hst for S and the
instance of S can be unambiguously constructed

Decomposing
a Summary
Primitive
Summary Tables

of Set-Valued

summary table of S

Example 9. Consider the relation R1 m fig 2 c
where
and
R,
relations
R3
The
R3==Pl(K11,2,3(R 1) and R 4=P2(R3) are as shown
below

Example 8. Consider the summary table 1980COUNT
instance m fig 1 The operation
extracts the summary
DEC,(1980-COUNT)

.O

R3
*COUNTRY

SEX

*AGE

{USA,CAN}
{USA,CAN}
{USA,CAN}
{USA,CAN}

M
M
F
F

(11, ,40}
(41, ,70}
(11,
(41,

*SEX

where ‘0’ denotes concatenation
The aggregate formation
operator
first
partztzons tuples of relation R such that tuples
having the same X component are m the same
partltlon
Then the function f 1s apphed to
component A of tuples m each partition, and the
X-value and the associated aggregate value are
output for each part&on

,401
,70)

Example
11.
fig 2 c
The
R l< {1},SUM4>

*AGE

Consider the relation
relation
resulting
1s shown below

RI

m
from

# ,
I I

&I

Unpack (UN)
Let R E D, A E Atr(R), C, = Atr(R) - {A}
For each tuple t E R, we define a set of tuples
’
UNA ({t})=.

{t}

rf

Construct
(CT)
This operation constructs a single-column
set-valued relation usmg rncremental (I) or actual
assignments
Incremental
assignment
(4
specifies ranges of values to form tuple
components Actual assignment specifies tuples of
the relation exphcltly
Construct operation 1s
useful for creating on-the-spot category attribute
instances

A as sample -valued

{t ’ 1 t ‘[Alet

[Aland

t ’ [CAl=t [CAI>
x
then

uNA

(RI =

otherwzse
Utt~

c”NA

(it>))

If A IS ample-valued
then UNA (R ) = R ,
otherwise UNA (R ) maps each tuple t m R mto a
set of tuples such that each element m t[A]
becomes the A-value of one resultmg tuple

Example 12. The operation CTQ lc,49,51)creates
with
relation
tuples
({O,GGV)),
:{5,6,7,8,9)),
,( {45,46,47,48,49})
The operation
CT(A F,M) creates a relation with tuples (F) and

Example 10. Consider the relation R 1 m Fig
2 c, and relations R3 and R rl m example 9 Then

(Ml
Aggregation-by-Template
Let RI, R2 E D, Y C Atr(R,), Z=Atr(R,),
where 1Y 1= 1 Z 1 > 1 and each attribute m Z 1s
set-valued Let Y, be the set of attributes m Y
that are simple-valued, and Y,, = Y-Y,
2,
and 2, denote those attributes
m Z that
Then
and
Y,,
correspond
to
Y,
RI<X,Y,fA
>R, 1s a relation with degree I XI
+IYI+l,and~sdefinedas

Aggregate Formation
[I<lug82]
Let R E D, X c Atr(R), 1 X 1 = k Let f be
an aggregate function, and A, A E Atr(R), be
ample-valued
Then R <X,/A
> 1s a relation
with degree k+l, and IS defined as
R <x,f A > =
{ tP;]oyltERand
y = jA ({t’ 1t’ E R and t’[x]=tN})}

R l<A*,Y,f A >Rz =

{ toy I (3 t l)P
(tl E Rlandtz
11

t2)

E Rz and

t [X]=tl[X]and
t[Z] = tz[.Z’] and
y = fA ({ t’ I t’E R, and
t’[X]=t[X]
and
t’[Y,]E
t[Za] and

If, for any subtree T m Fr or Fc, there 1s
always a unique instance m a summary table, we
say that the summary table has a full ~7088
product Consider 198~COUNT instance m fig
1 This summary table does not have a full cross
product smce the mstance of GAME (Alpmeskung) as a subtree of USA 1s different than the
instance of GAME (Nordic-sknng) as a subtree of
CANADA
However, If we have GAME instances
Alpme-sknng and Nordic-skung as children of
USA and CANADA (which amounts to adding
two more rows to the summary table) then the
resulting summary table does have a full cross
product

t’lyn 1c tL%INI
The
aggregation-by-template
operator
Rl<x,Y,f~
>Rz
groups tuples of RI as
follows Let t be a tuple over attributes (X U Z)
such that t[X]=tiw]
for some t 1 m R 1, and
t[Z]=t,[Z]
for some tuple t2 m R2 Each such
tuple t defines a group Gt of tuples of Rl such
that v, v E RI, 1s m Gt lf vpq=tpc],
v[Y4]E t [Z,,] and v [Y,,] s t [Z,,]
Then f IS
applied on attribute A of tuples m G,
The
value returned by f applied over an empty group
is null
Example
13. Consider the relation
2 c The operation
RI<{~),{~)WMI>CT(A

R 1 m fig

{USA},{USA,CAN))

produces the followmg relation
column 1s named SUM-COUNT

I I
SEX

When a summary table does not have a full
cross product (1 e an tncomplete crot~9 product)
we may always extend the two dlmenslonal array
of cell values (1 e , cell value array) with
addltlonal
rows and columns such that cell
attribute values m these new rows and columns
are null denoting the absence of that cell from
the instance of the summary table This way we
expand an mcomplete cross product mto a full
cross product
The addltlon
of null values
increases the storage requirements,
therefore
compression techniques to remove the null values
are employed [Eggs 80, Mata 841

*COUNTRY

where the new

SUM-COUNT

In this sectlon we consider the storage of
summary tables with full cross product
We
separately store Fr, Fc, instances of each
attribute m Fr and Fc, and the cell value array,
and use computation to derive the associated cell
attributes and their instances for a given cell
attribute value m the cell value array

The
aggregation-by-template
1s more
convenient than the aggregate formation when
there are pre-specified groupmgs of attributes for
aggregation (common m statlstlcal databases)
Also, the aggregation-by-template
1s based on
grouping tuples (1 e a tuple may belong to more
than one group) while the aggregate formation 1s
based on partltlonmg
tuples
However, each
aggregation operator 1s expressible by an algebra
aggregation
utilizing
the other
expression
operator [OzsO83]

Physical
5.
Summary
Tables

Organization

The rows of the array correspond to rootto-leaf path instances of trees m Fr, and the
columns to root-to-leaf path instances of trees m
Fc We assign to each row or column a specific
root-to-leaf path instance Section 5 1 discusses
the storage of category attrlbutes
and the
assignment of root-to-leaf path instances to the
rows and columns m the cell value array The
storage of cell attribute names and cell values 1s
discussed m section 5 2

of

5.1
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Computing

Category

Attribute

Values

of a Cell Position

WV)={

For convenience, we transform Fr and Fc
into ordered trees TR and TC by mahmg the
root nodes m Fr and Fc Immediate descendants
of dummy attributes 8, and 0, respectively 8,
and 0, each has a smgle null value m its domam

0 if S 1s the leftmost
immediate successor of R
2

C(S, ) otherwise

r=l

where S,,S,,
, S,, are immediate successors
of R and they are to the left of S m the ordered
tree

A tree rnstance for TR 1s a tree where
(1) the nodes represent values for the attributes
m TR,
(11) values for attribute
B are Immediate
successors of values for attribute A If and only if
B 1s an immediate successor of A m TR

We denote the total number of leaves m
the instance correspondmg to one subtree of R,
as S(R), where

S(R)= C(R)/ I R I

We call a roott4eaf
path of a tree
instance a root-to-leaf path rnstance We say
node A 1s to the left of node B m a tree if A 1s
reached before B when the tree 1s traversed m
preorder

Example 14. Consider the tree 0 (COUNTRY
(SEX,GAME) and Its instance 0 (USA (M, F,
Alpme-sknng,
Nordic-sknng),
CAN
(M, F,
Alpme-sknng, Nordic-sknng)) Then

If a tree mstance 1s a full cross product or
expanded mto a full cross product by adding the
missing root-tc+leaf path mstances then given a
root-to-leaf path instance we can compute the
correspondmg row or column number m the cell
value array and vice versa For the remamder of
this section we assume tree instances with a full
cross product, and give the formula to obtain
category attribute values of a given cell attribute
value We start with some defimtlons

C(O)=8, C(COUNTRY)=8,
C(GAME)=P,
C(SEX)=2, L(0 ,COUNTRY)=o
~couNTRY,GAhfE)=2,
L(cOuNTRY,Sm)=0
S(d)=& S(COUNTRY)=J, S(SEx)=l, S(GAME)=l
In order to represent attributes (set-valued
and simple-valued) efficiently, we induce a total
ordering to the values of a category attnbute,
and use the relative position 1 of an attribute
value as Its encoded value

Given an ordered subtree with root R the
total number of leaves m the mstance of the
subtree with root R, denoted by C(R), 1s

Example
15. Consider COUNTRY
attribute
and Its ordered instances USA, CAN We use
integers 0 and 1 to encode USA and CAN
respectively

IRI If R 1s a leaf
C(R)={

where IR I denotes the number of mstances of
, S,, are immediate
attribute R and Sl, Sz,
successors of R

Let (P,V) be a root-to-leaf path instance
such that
X, ) is a roo~to-leaf
(1) P=K,
x2,
path of TR or TC, wherd the root 1s omitted, X1
1s an immediate successor of the root and X, +I IS
an immediate successor of X, for 1 5 1 < n,

Let attribute S be an Immediate successor
of attribute R m an ordered tree The total
number of leaves m the instance of a subtree
with root R and to the left of S, denoted by

(4 V=h,
22,
, z, ) 1s an ordered set of
values, where z, , z, > 0, IS an encoded value for
the attribute X, , 1 5 I 5 n

IRI 2

C(S, ) otherwise

s=l

WCS), 1s

The leaf (1 e , the row or column) number
correspondmg to the root-to-leaf path instance

13

(P,V),
denoted = D((Xl,xl),
simply D, can be computed as

I-1

,(X, A 1) or

-

&S(xJ
a=1

lf k

=

n,

b) The value for z3 1s given by

D ((X,,z 11, ,(-%aA 1) =
f: (L (x,-12x, 1 + Xl S(X I),
:=I

where X0 1s the dummy root attribute of the
ordered tree Note that leaves are numbered
begmnmg at 0

Example 17. Consider the tree and Its instance
given in example
14
Given
D=2,
the
correspondmg path attnbutes and their values
are X,=COUNTRY
(since L(B,COUNTRY)=O
5 D=2),
zl=O
(1 e , USA) (smce 1 (2 L(O,COUNTRY))/S(COUNTRY)J
= 0), X2 =
GAME, and x2 = 0 (1 e , Alpme-sknng)

Example 16. Consider the tree and its instance
m example 14 The attribute values USA, M and
Alpme-skung have the encoded value 0, and the
attribute values CAN, F and Nordic-sknng have
the encoded value 1 Let P=(COUNTRY,SEX)
and V=(l,l)
(1 e, V corresponds to the path
(CAN,F)) Then
D((COUNTRY,l),(SEX, 1)) = L(B,COUNTRY) +
S(COUNTRY)+L(COUNTRY,SEX)+S(SEiX) =

TR and TC are stored by usmg one
(logical) record per node and lmks Each record
contams the name of the attribute, the number
of elements m the domain, a pointer to a table
where the values of the attribute can be found,
and pointers for the tree

5

Given a leaf number, D, the root-to-leaf
path instance correspondmg to D can be obtained
as follows Let {Hl,H2,
, H,, } be the ordered
set of immediate successors of X0 (the dummy
root attribute) Then

5.2. Storage
of
and Cell Values

U fl,f4 ) I D < L( O,f.b+~) lf k # n,

, X, ) is a root-to-leaf
(1) I-=(X1,
path of TR and 0, IS omitted from the path,

VW

,I&, } be the ordered set
Now let {HJlz,
of lmmcdlate successors of X,-I, J > 1
a) X, 1s equal to Hk where
l-1
1) L (X,ml,H,, ) 5 D - c L (X-d?

,z, ) 15 an ordered set of
(4
vn=(x
1,
values for the attributes m the path PR, where
z, 1s an encoded value for X, , 1 5 1 5 m,
(111) PC-( Yl,
, Y, ) is a root-to-leaf
path of TC and 0, 1s omitted from the path, and

)

:=l

< L(X,-l,Hk+l)

If k#n,

(1v)
VC=(y
1, ,y,, ) 1s an ordered set of
values for the attributes m the path PC, where
y, 1s an encoded value for Y, , 1 5 1 5 n

:=l

I-1
11)L (X,ml,Hk) 5 D - CL

attributes m an
where the rows
of TR and the
paths of TC

Let <(PR,VR),(PC,VC)>
be an ordered
set of root-to-leaf path instances where

b) The value for z 1 1s given by

- ‘&,s(x;)

Names

The cell value array IS stored m a cell value
file m row-order with one value per (logical)
record

and
Ifk=n

2 1 = LCD - L WWS

Attribute

We store the names of cell
array, called the cell name array,
correspond to root-to-leaf paths
columns correspond to root-to-leaf

a) Xl 1s equal to I.k where

U e,H, ) I D

Cell

(x,-1,x,)

:=l

.4

The relative number, r, of the record m the cell
value file contammg the cell value associated
with <(PR,VR),(PC,VC)>
1s obtamed as

The process of extractmg the summary table
associated with the row subtree T1 and the
column subtree Tz consists of locating m the
orlgmal cell value array the row correspondmg to
the first root-to-leaf path instance of T,, reading
only those cell values correspondmg to T2 , and
then wrltmg them mto the cell value file which
contains the cell value array of the summary
table extracted This process 1s repeated for each
root-to-leaf
path Instance of T 1 The time
complexity of this process IS O(C(X) x C(Y))
Merge

r = D ((XIA~, ,(Xm9h 1)= C(o, ) +
~((YlJl)~

dY*

&I

1) +

1

Given r, the relative number of a record m
the cell value file, we obtam the ordered set of
root.&+leaf path mstances < (PR,VR),(PC,VC) >
correspondmg to r as follows
we obtam
(PR,~),
DR, and the
(PC,VC), DC
1)

First

DR = 1 (r-l)/C(0,

the row number for
column number for

)J DC = r-l-

To perform the column merge operation we
read the rows of the orlgmal cell value array
from the first row to the last row, one row at the
time Once a complete row has been read we
relocate the cell attributes m the row accordmg
to the column tree produced by the column
merge operation and write the resultmg row mto
a file contammg the new cell value array
Slmllarly, the row merge operation 1s performed
by copymg the rows of the old cell value array
mto a file contammg the new cell value array, m
the order estabhshed by the new row tree

DR C(0, )

2) Then we obtam the root-to-leaf path
instances correspondmg to DR and DC (described
in section 5 1)

6. Implementing
Operations

Summary

Table

The aim of this section 1s to show briefly
how the basic summary table operations are
performed usmg the storage method presented m
section 5 Below we assume that cell value
compression 1s not used, and discuss only
concatenate, extract and merge operations The
other operations are slmllar
The case when
compresslon 1s used 1s dlscussed m mata
We
also briefly mention an improved storage method
m section 6 1
Concatenation

8.1. An improvement
We have seen above that the execution of
attribute merge and split operations relocate the
rows or columns m the cell value array This
occurs since the change m the schema also
changes the order of the roobto-leaf
path
mstances assigned to a row or column of the cell
value array Nevertheless we can modify the
storage method of section 5 m such a way that
the cell value array does not need to be changed
whenever a summary table scheme 1s changed by
an attribute merge or spht operation In the
orlgmal method the summary table scheme 1s
stored as two ordered trees, where the nodes of
the trees contam names of attributes and the
number of values m the domain of each
attrlbute If we also mclude m the node for the
attrlbute Y the values L(X,Y), where X 1s the
Immediate predecessor of Y, and S(Y), both
obtamed from the cell value array, then the cell
value array does not need to be changed when

To obtam the row concatenstlon of two
summary table mstances S1 and Ss, m this
order, we append the cell value file of S2 to the
cell value
file of S1 For the column
concatenatlon of two cell value arrays S1 and Sz
the n-th row of the cell value array for Sz IS
appended to the n-th row of the cell value array
for S1 The complexity of row concatenate and
column concatenate 1s O(C(0, ) x C(0, ))
Extract
Let S be a summary table instance, T1 be a
subtree of Br and T2 be a subtree of 8, Assume
X and Y respectively are the roots of T1 and T2
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attnbute merge or split operations
deta& of this approach are m [Mata

occur
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7. Conclusion
The summary table physlcal orgamzatlon
techmques discussed m this paper are bemg
implemented wlthm a prototype DBMS, called
the
System-for-Statlstlcal-Databases
(SSDB)
(OzO284] The dlctlonary of SSDB IS expanded to
mamtam (among other things) cell (attnbute)
name array, TR and TC of a summary table
Cell value arrays of summary tables are kept m a
direct-access file The query language of SSDB 1s
a graphical,
user-friendly
language,
called
Summary-Table-by-Example
(STBE) [OzsO84],
which allows mampulatlon of set-valued relations
and summary tables The storage structures of
set-valued relations and summary tables, and the
relational
algebra operators
for set-valued
relations
are implemented
and operational
Presently we are lmplementmg a display manager
and a query optmuzer for STBE
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